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Note 

In this piece there is air, breath, whistling, imitating, humming, (bowing, twitching,) muting and other things in-between as well. An examination of the following also 
occurs: micro-variations, physicality, perception, audible sounds and inaudible sounds. 
 
The clarinet part is adapted from the original shakuhachi part.  
 
This is the second work in a series of pieces, collectively known as breath. 
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Performance directions 

The players may be seated in a triangle facing each other.  

The alignment between the players in the score is an approximation only showing the likely vertical relationships. Players should aim to keep the spaces in-between events in 
proportion as per the score however, as time is regulated primarily through breath lengths there is an inherent degree of flexibility.     

Each player should have two stands. Ideally, print the music on card (or glue the music on to backing card) and then tape the pages together in the following configuration: 

1 2  5 6 
3 4  7 blank 

 

Pages 1-4 on one stand and pages 5-7 (plus a blank page if necessary) on the other but of course you may order the pages however you wish. This is to avoid page turns. The 
players may also perform from memory.  

The players may be amplified. Speakers should be as close to the musicians as possible. The volume level of the speakers should be very quiet. The audience should still 
have to strain to hear sounds such as those produced by the instruments on page 1. Adjust according to the performance space. A note on the program should be made 
indicating that this is close (amplified). It is a similar piece but with a subtly different identity.     

Cues  

Arrows point away from the part that you receive the cue from and towards your part. Ignore cues that don’t point in the direction of your part. 

Some of these cues are intentionally ambiguous and require active decision making on the part of the musicians. 

Vertical arrows going between different parts point towards a cue. When you hear/see the cue, play the relevant passage. 

If there is no cue pointing towards your part at the beginning of a page, you may begin playing as soon as the previous page is complete.  

Imitate the pitch and timbre of the whistling sound generated by the other player.  



 Imitate the pitch and timbre of the whistling sound generated by the instrument or card you are blowing into/against. 

 One player, indicated by the direction of the arrow, aims and listens for the interval specified (M2 = a Major 2nd or m3 = a minor 3rd) and tries to maintains that interval 
until the end of the bow or breath. Adjust and react to the other (unaware) player live and in the moment. 

Both players aim, listen and agree on the interval specified and try to maintain that interval until the end of the bow or breath. Adjust and react to the other player live 
and in the moment. 

 

 

 

 

 



Clarinet 

This part was conceived for a clarinet in Bb however, any close relative of this instrument may be used at the player’s discretion. 

Fingering 

No keys are depressed in this part. Ever. Your right hand should rest as normal, supporting the weight of the instrument but not depressing any keys. The left hand is always 
holding the reed in an indicated position (see below).  

Reed 

Remove the ligature, this is not required in this piece. 

Hold the reed in place with the thumb of your left hand like so:  

 

Gradually slide the reed back in to a ‘normal’ upright position. 

 Hold the reed in place with the thumb of your left hand in a ‘normal’ upright position. 

Gradually slide the reed in to a diagonal position. 

 

 

 



Mouth positions 

Put your lips against the window of the mouthpiece and breathe/blow through the instrument.  

Direct the air against the tip rail of the mouthpiece. Some air should go over the back of the mouthpiece and some air should go through the window. There should be 
no physical contact between the instrument and your mouth, yet you should aim to be as close as possible without touching. Whistle sounds should result. As far as the 
indicated breath pressure allows, aim to maintain a steady whistled pitch. However, in reality a level of instability should automatically occur. See the following diagram:  

 

 

 

 Blow between the tip rail and the reed. Whistle sounds should result. There should be no physical contact between the instrument and your mouth, yet you should 
aim to be as close as possible without touching. See the following diagram:  

 

 

 

 A normal embouchure. 

 

 

 



Mouth Shape/Movement 

A relaxed open mouth shape, a voiceless very breathy ‘ha’ (i.e. a voiceless glottal fricative). Direct the air through the window of the mouthpiece (see Mouth Position 1).  

A rounded, circular mouth shape, still very breathy and voiceless. Transitioning from ‘ha’, this mouth shape should at first approximate something-like a voiceless ‘aw’ 
sound. On page 2 this mouth shape is used for merely blowing air (‘blow’) without any suggestion of a vowel or consonant. Direct the air through the window of the 
mouthpiece (see Mouth Position 1). 

A mouth shape with tight, pursed lips. Blow air without any suggestion of a vowel or consonant. See Mouth positions 2 and 3 for more details. 

 ‘emb. norm.’ This indicates that a normal embouchure should be used. See Mouth Position 4. This occurs only on page 6. Produce the softest, purest possible pitched note. 
On a clarinet in Bb this will be a written G above middle C. 

‘The end of page 6’ The instructions indicate that the player should maintain a normal embouchure, and whilst holding the reed in place, gradually move the instrument out of 
their mouth. A small glissando down should result.  The transitions between these states should be gradual and smooth. 

Mouth closed. 

‘Page 7’ The player should gradually lower the instrument away from their mouth.  

‘resting pos.’ A resting position. Still holding the instrument, allow it to rest on your lap if sitting or hold it near your waist if standing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Breath 

An upwards angled bracket is a full breath in. A breath in can be s = slow (a very long slow breath in), m = medium (the length of an ordinary relaxed 
breath in) or f = fast (a very quick breath in). 

A downwards angled bracket is a breath out. No matter what the visually represented length of this bracket, all 
breaths out should be very long, indeed the latter portions of a breath out should have a slightly desperate sonic character. 

M = breathe in and out through your mouth 

N = breathe in and out through your nose (Page 7 only) 

Hand drawn line/objects = breath pressure (and breathiness when combined with other means of sound production such as pitch and whistles). A light thin line = breath 
pressure that is as close to inaudible as possible (Page 7, for example). A dark thick bulge = the highest possible breath pressure or breathiness (the beginning of page 5 for 
example). Any other gradation of lightness, darkness and thickness of the hand draw lines/objects is in-between these extremes.  

Whistle 

W = Mouth whistle (always accompanied by a pursed lips mouth shape). Very light hand drawn lines indicate very soft whistling with a chance of no sound being produced 
at all. Dark hand drawn lines indicate louder whistling but this should never exceed a soft overall dynamic level. Any other gradation of lightness or darkness of the hand 
draw lines is in-between these extremes.  

See the section on Cues for details on the pitch and timbre of mouth whistles however, they are often extremely breathy and unstable.  

Pitch 

P = Vocalised pitch glissandi. Allow your mouth shape to dictate the hum/vowel/consonant sound that is produced.  Very light hand drawn lines indicate very soft vocal 
sound with a chance of no sound being produced at all. Dark hand drawn lines indicate a louder vocal sound but this should never exceed a soft overall dynamic level. Any 
other gradation of lightness or darkness of the hand draw lines is in-between these extremes. Generally, these sounds are often extremely breathy and teetering on the brink of 
audibility.  

You may start the piece on any pitch you like however, begin the next phrase at whatever pitch you finished the previous one at. If at any point in a glissando you reach 
either limit of your range, immediately jump to the opposite registral extreme and continue in the notated direction. The speed at which a glissando moves up or down (as 
opposed to staying generally horizontal) should be consistent and extremely slow throughout.  

See the section on Cues for more details on pitch relationships between the voice and string parts. 



Voice 

The vocalist may be male or female. The range of the vocalist should have significant overlap with that of the string instrument (see bowed string performance directions). 

Mouth Shape/Movement 

Mouth closed. On page one this is used in conjunction with a voiceless very breathy ‘h’ (i.e. a voiceless glottal fricative). 

A relaxed open mouth shape, a voiceless very breathy ‘ha’ (i.e. a voiceless glottal fricative).  

A rounded, circular mouth shape, still very breathy and voiceless. Transitioning from ‘ha’, this mouth shape should at first approximate something-like a voiceless ‘aw’ 
sound. On page 2 this mouth shape is used for merely blowing air (‘blow’) without any suggestion of a vowel or consonant.  

A mouth shape with tight, pursed lips. Blow air without any suggestion of a vowel or consonant.  

‘Card’ A blank business card or something similar. Blow against one of the shorter sides to produce unstable whistle-like sounds. Hold the card with the palms of both 
hands, with your fingers arched over the top. 

‘rh covering mouth’ Loosely cover your mouth with a cupped hand. 

Breath 

An upwards angled bracket is a full breath in. A breath in can be s = slow (a very long slow breath in), m = medium (the length of an ordinary relaxed 
breath in) or f = fast (a very quick breath in). 

A downwards angled bracket is a breath out. No matter what the visually represented length of this bracket, all 
breaths out should be very long, indeed the latter portions of a breath out should have a slightly desperate sonic character. 

M = breathe in and out through your mouth 

N = breathe in and out through your nose  

These two indications are combined on the first page, where one is added (+) or subtracted (-).  



Hand drawn line/objects = breath pressure (and breathiness when combined with other means of sound production such as pitch and whistles). A light thin line = breath 
pressure that is as close to inaudible as possible (end of Page 7, for example). A dark thick bulge = very high breath pressure or breathiness (the middle of page 5 for 
example). Any other gradation of lightness, darkness and thickness of the hand draw lines/objects is in-between these extremes.  

Whistle 

W = Mouth whistle (always accompanied by a pursed lips mouth shape). Very light hand drawn lines indicate very soft whistling with a chance of no sound being produced 
at all. Dark hand drawn lines indicate louder whistling but this should never exceed a soft overall dynamic level. Any other gradation of lightness or darkness of the hand 
draw lines is in-between these extremes.  

See the section on Cues for details on the pitch and timbre of mouth whistles however, they are often extremely breathy and unstable.  

Pitch 

P = Vocalised pitch glissandi. Allow your mouth shape to dictate the hum/vowel/consonant sound that is produced.  Very light hand drawn lines indicate very soft vocal 
sound with a chance of no sound being produced at all. Dark hand drawn lines indicate a louder vocal sound but this should never exceed a soft overall dynamic level. Any 
other gradation of lightness or darkness of the hand draw lines is in-between these extremes. Generally, these sounds are often extremely breathy and teetering on the brink of 
audibility.  

You may start the piece on any pitch you like however, begin the next phrase at whatever pitch you finished the previous one at. If at any point in a glissando you reach 
either limit of your range, immediately jump to the opposite registral extreme and continue in the notated direction. The speed at which a glissando moves up or down (as 
opposed to staying generally horizontal) should be consistent and extremely slow throughout.  

See the section on Cues for more details on pitch relationships between the voice and string parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bowed string 

You may use a conventional string instrument or a constructed one. Use only one string throughout. The string used should be tuned anywhere on or between the G/A just 
below middle C for a female singer (i.e. I on a cello, IV on a violin etc.) or alternatively on or between the G/A on the bottom line/space of bass clef (i.e. III on a cello etc.). 

Bow length 

A bracket equals one whole bow. Always start a new bow at the tip. The exact length and speed of every 
bow is determined by cues relating to the other two parts. As far as possible keep bow speed consistent within one whole bow.   

Bow position 

o.b. = on the bridge    ord. = ordinary bow position 

m.s.p. = molto sul pont.   p.s.t. = poco sul tasto 

p.s.p. = poco sul pont    m.s.t. = molto sul tasto 

Bow angle 

Angle the bow diagonally (approaching 45 degrees) and bow at a slow speed. A groan-like sound should result that at times may resemble some of the other 
performers’ vocal sounds. The instruction ‘bow norm.’ indicates a return to a normal bowing angle.  

Hand drawn lines 

Shaky hand drawn lines indicate a glissando. If at any point in a glissando you reach the limit of a string’s range, immediately jump to the opposite registral extreme and 
continue in the indicated direction. The speed at which a glissando moves up or down (as opposed to staying generally horizontal) should be consistent and extremely slow 
throughout. 

• When the line is very faint (on page 1, for example) hold the bow between 2 to 5 mm above the string, there should be an extremely low risk of producing a bowed 
sound. Movement is primarily choreographic in interest.  

• When the line is dark (at points on page 4, for example) very lightly place the bow on the string (the dynamic level should still be very low i.e. pp or below). 
• When the line is in-between these two extremes hold the bow between 0.5 to 2 mm above the string, there should be a moderate to high risk of producing a bowed 

sound. Allow natural nervous hand twitch to account for most of the contact between the bow and the string. 
• You may start your part at any pitch they like. 
• Maintain the same pitch between the end of one page and the start of the next. 
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